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LEGAL DISCLAIMER

This Solidus Ai Tech white paper does not represent a legal
document or position. The purpose of this white paper is to
provide information and present the technical aspects of the
Solidus Ai Tech Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS) platform and the
AITECH utility token. Maximal efforts have been made to make
this document authentic and articulate all the relevant information.
This document does not contain any ﬁnancial investment advice
or recommendations for buying AITECH tokens or any other
cryptocurrency. Potential AITECH token purchasers and investors
should get legal, ﬁnancial, tax, accounting, or other types of
counsel to determine the potential advantages and repercussions
of activities involving the AITECH token. White papers are not
legal documents and have no legal obligation in any conceivable
direct or indirect claim for compensation for any type of damage,
including the loss of proﬁt or investment. In no jurisdiction is the
AITECH token intended to represent securities.

The crucial role of Solidus Ai Tech is to finalise the build of the
high performance computing (HPC) data centre and build the
Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS) platform which will be utilised by
Governmental Authorities, Corporations, SMEs and Professionals
to purchase Artificial Intelligence (AI) services. We will also
provide HPC services to various Metaverse / Play2Earn projects.
The AITECH utility token can be used to purchase AI and HPC
services via our Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS) platform.
Services include AI-as-a-Service (AIaaS), Blockchain-as-a-Service
(BaaS) as well as high performance computing services.
Solidus Ai Tech accepts that the AITECH token’s value can rise
and fall and that it will be traded on cryptocurrency exchanges,
but Solidus Ai Tech accepts no legal liability for the token’s loss
of value. Solidus Ai Tech would like to emphasise that the AITECH
utility token is not a security but rather a payment method which
can be used on the Solidus Ai Tech (IaaS) platform that will
be built.
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Before reading this white paper, please read this legal disclaimer
carefully. This document is issued by Solidus Ai Tech Limited,
headquartered at DSO-IFZA, Dubai Digital Park, Dubai Silicon
Oasis. This legal disclaimer applies to each person who interacts
with Solidus Ai Tech in any form. While all steps will be taken
to keep Solidus Ai Tech users informed about changes, this
document is subject to change at any time without
prior notification.

The AITECH token can have no value, and there is no guarantee
for the liquidity of the AITECH token. Solidus Ai Tech and its
representatives are not and will not be liable for the market value
of the AITECH token, its liquidity, or the presence of any market
for the token through third parties or otherwise.
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INTRODUCTION

AITECH is the token that powers the Solidus AI Tech ecosystem
and can be used to purchase everything that is listed on the
platform. Fiat currency transactions are converted to AITECH
seamlessly on the backend and are completed on the Blockchain
with AITECH tokens. Solidus will accept traditional forms of
payment such as Paypal or Credit Card and between 5%-10% of
AITECH tokens used to purchase services on the platform will be
burned as part of the deflationary token economy.

1

High Performance Computing (HPC) power

2

Artificial-Intelligence-as-a-Service (AIaaS)

3

Blockchain-as-a-Service (BaaS)

4

Artificial Intelligence marketplace

AITECH TOKEN UTILITIES
1

AITECH can be used to purchase everything on the
platform which includes HPC, AIaaS, BaaS and AI
services. These currency transactions are converted
to AITECH seamlessly on the backend and are
completed on the blockchain with AITECH tokens

2

Rewards for locking up tokens on our
staking platform
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Solidus will also launch a marketplace for software developers to
launch Artificial Intelligence software applications for their users to
license where the developers will benefit via a profit share model.

SOLIDUS AI TECH REVENUE STREAMS

SOLIDUS AI TECH WHITEPAPER 1.0

Solidus have built an eco-friendly 8,000 square foot high
performance computing (HPC) Data Centre in a highly secure
location in Europe. They are launching the Worlds first deflationary
Artificial Intelligence token (AITECH) which will be used as a
payment gateway to licence Artificial-Intelligence-as-a-Service
(AIaaS), Blockchain-as-a-Service (BaaS) and rent HPC power via
their Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS) platform.
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During the ﬁnancial crash of April 2020, the demand for AI
services rose signiﬁcantly due to COVID-19 restrictions. Across
every industry, the adoption of AI has exceeded predictions
for growth. AI is creating new products, boosting revenues,
reducing costs and drastically improving efficiencies. The
inexorable evolution of technologies has reached the point
where there is an urgent need to solve problems with
high computational requirements, the solution of which
cannot be provided by a single computing unit. To meet
these requirements, Solidus Ai Tech has implemented
heterogeneous distributed systems of unparalleled
computational capacity and has secured a number
of partnerships with Governmental Authorities and
Corporate Entities.

Solidus Technologies’ joint venture partner, Soft Galaxy
International have been approved via the European Union for
a €3.5 million grant to help towards completing the existing data
centre infrastructure and to scale up operations. Solidus Ai Tech
will raise $43 million from this token offering to complete the
project. A full breakdown of the how these funds will be utilized
can be seen on pagcan be seen on page 19 (Fund Management).
When the data centre and IaaS platform is complete, Solidus
Ai Tech will begin generating revenue from Governmental
Authorities, Corporations, SMEs and professionals. The long-term
plan is to scale up by building additional data centres nearby.
In preparation, additional land has been identified by our partner,
Soft Galaxy International. All of our data centres will follow
our unique protocol.
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When Solidus Technologies launched in December 2017, the
company was aware that Ethereum would very likely move
from ‘proof of work’ to ‘proof of stake’ and would no longer be
mineable largely due to the aforementioned pending updates
and developments in the Ethereum roadmap. Furthermore,
the recent EIP-1559 upgrade will eventually make Ethereum
deﬂationary. The Solidus Technologies team knew that
this scenario was probable, and pre-emptively developed
relationships with Governmental Authorities and Corporations
who would likely require AI services in the future.
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MARKET OVERVIEW

The European heads of state and government agreed that HPC, AI, data, cybersecurity,
digital skills, and the digitisation of the public and private sectors were the essential
pillars in which the EU should invest for a strong digital economy. However, it has been
observed that the EU is lagging. Member states alone have not been able to reach the
necessary scale of investment to compete effectively on a global scale.
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Before the pandemic, there was a signiﬁcant demand for digital transformation. The
pandemic has been a huge catalyst for this sector as digital helps to automate many
processes that impact the way we live, work, and communicate. The medical sector has
come into the forefront, and digital computer systems have helped to dramatically speed
up the process of testing and producing effective vaccines. Continued investments in
strategic digital capacities and infrastructures as well as upskilling and modernising the
interaction between governments and citizens will underpin our future prosperity.
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POLITICAL
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PROBLEM
A significant problem is the lack of European HPC facilities in
the global top 10. The EU consumes one-third of HPC resources
while only producing 5% of computer power. European scientists
and engineers rely on expensive U.S. supercomputing facilities
more than those in the EU by a factor of 10.
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At Solidus Ai Tech, we have completed the main build of our
data centre and are ready to commence the installation of
our HPC infrastructure which is based in Europe (Bucharest),
which will significantly help to bridge this gap and will enable
European companies to obtain their supercomputing power
within the EU. We expect this facility to be more efficient and of
lower cost than in most of the U.S. By operating in Bucharest, we
have the benefit of low-cost electricity and fast internet speeds
as well as our Intellectual Property (IP) and expect to run at
around 40% less power consumption than the industry average.
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SOLUTION

We have the capacity to scale up our operations and,
as we do so, we expect to quickly become the top EU
HPC centre and in the global top 10 HPC centres.

EUROPEAN FUNDING
Our joint venture partners Soft Galaxy International have been
approved for an EU Grant of €3.5m to go toward the completion of
our Artificial Intelligence infrastructure, where Government Authorities,
Corporations, SMEs, Professionals, Metaverse / Play2Earn projects will
be able to purchase AI services or HPC power via our Infrastructureas-a-Service (IaaS) platform.
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CYBERSECURITY

TRANSPORTATION

METAVERSE

AI-CUSTOMIZED TREATMENT
Drugs and treatments are
tailored to a person’s individual
genome, environment
and lifestyle.

AI-DETECTED BREACH PATTERNS
Malicious viruses & programs are
detected before they can steal
massive amounts of information.

AI-SUPPORTED COMMUTING
Immersion of autonomous
driving, driverless trains,
and autonomous jetliners.

HPC POWER
Metaverse and Play2Earn
projects require high performance
computing power for their
streaming solutions.
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MEDICINE

SOLIDUS AI TECH WHITEPAPER 1.0

HERE ARE SOME USE-CASE EXAMPLES:
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ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE

Over time, AI should quickly prove to be of great benefit to the economy. In the short term, AI is
currently designing highly efficient travel with deeply AI-infused vehicles that are already being built
and sold. AI is effectively being used to design highly efficient transportation from the ground up
whilst minimizing production costs. In the future, traditional travel companies that do not embrace
this technology will likely get left behind because of the high production costs along with many other
factors. North America has the largest investment into AI, while Europe has one of the lowest.

DEMAND FOR
COMPUTING
RESOURCES IN
THE AI INDUSTRY

The state of AI evolution is in constant ﬂux. The core of most AI applications such as speech
recognition and image recognition is reaching maturation. However, edge cases seem rather hard
to address even with the maturity of the AI industry; newer business models have started to emerge.
The industry can be neatly classiﬁed into three sub-segments: AI software, AI hardware, and AI
services. These sub-segments have a lot of crossovers, and often the same organisation is involved
in several of these sub-segments to be able to deliver an AI solution.
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In the AI market, there is currently insufficient capacity; a lack of high-quality data; limited availability
of AI capabilities; a lack of AI competence centres that can ensure technology dissemination; and
poor awareness of the opportunities that AI can bring to the real economy.
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WHERE DO WE
STAND TODAY?

The current COVID-19 pandemic, while being among the worst that humanity has seen in the past
100 years, has generally been very good for the technology industry. Entire industries were forced to
rethink and modify their business models as well as their services and solutions-delivery mechanisms.
This period has exacerbated the rapid growth of digital transformation initiatives, which have become
the primary way to remain relevant and deliver services in this rapidly evolving space.
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A wide variety of machine learning applications use HPC
Servers, including deep learning, image recognition,
autonomous cars, real-time voice translation, and more.
Machine learning is not new, but the increase in available
data and more powerful HPC Servers allow for faster and
more efficient parallel computing. The processes involved
in machine learning used to take a year to complete; now
with HPC Servers, the same processes only take mere
weeks or days. HPC appliances supporting multiple NVIDIA
HPC Servers will allow machine learning to go even further.
Future Metaverse and Play2Earn projects who are currently
developing their platforms will require HPC power when
they go live.
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GENERAL OVERVIEW
OF THE PROJECT

In one of the greatest technological transformations ever
undertaken, the AI revolution is happening right now. AI has
an impact on cybersecurity, platform support, and HPC for
industry. Solidus Ai Tech and its partners aim to become the
leader of this democratisation of AI, building the technology
that will make communities safer and more connected
everywhere.
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The deep learning with HPC computing applications that
Solidus Ai Tech plans to implement are as follows:

♦ Deep learning-based software dedicated
to industrial image analysis
♦ A development software solution based on a
state-of-the-art set of algorithms in machine learning
♦ Geospatial visualisation of 3D and 2D data, mensuration,
and mission planning
♦ Image processing and analytics with machine
learning and deep learning
♦ Real-time full-motion video and wide-area motion imagery
enhancement and computer vision-based analytics
software for intelligence analysts
♦ Electromagnetic signals propagation modelling
for complex urban and terrain environments

♦ The Automatic Spatial Modeler (ASM) is designed to
generate 3D point clouds with accuracy similar to light
detection and ranging (LiDAR), which can extract 3D
objects from stereo images.
♦

Medical applications — AI-powered tools can be an extra
set of ‘eyes’, helping clinicians to quickly read images,
calculate measurements, monitor changes, and identify
urgent findings to optimise workflows and enhance
patient care. Image processing serves a crucial role in
the aid of disease prevention, early detection, diagnosis,
and treatment. Medical imaging procedures are often
computationally demanding because of the large medical
datasets required to process clinical applications. HPC
Servers are massively parallel computational engines,
ideal for computationally expensive tasks in a wide range
of medical applications.
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♦ Voice-processing solutions for call centres,
financial services, insurance, and other industries
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♦

Research — Today’s research requires infrastructure that can handle large
computational workloads to derive fast and accurate insights from vast amounts of
data. Researchers are using OSS and NVIDIA platforms to expand breakthroughs
in HPC, AI, and machine learning as well as data science in disciplines such as
robotics, autonomous vehicles, and healthcare.

♦

Autonomous vehicle and ITS management using AI/deep learning — The cars
in these fleets need to be outfitted with specialised HPC equipment, including
high bandwidth data ingest systems tied to the myriad of video, radar, and LiDAR
sensors in the car, high-capacity and low-latency storage subsystems, and HPC
engines that can perform the AI machine learning and inference tasks needed to
enable the vehicle to see, hear, think, and make decisions just like human drivers.

♦

This project is designed to operate and help reform different branches of
government services within the context of a digital transformation agenda.

♦

The Metaverse can be defined as an online universe that can exist independent
of the physical world. However, activities and events in the metaverse may be
similar to what is taking place in the real world. Marriages can take place, real
estate sold, businesses set up and ownership of digital assets can take place in
the metaverse. Current technologies and especially blockchain technology have
made it possible to achieve a digital world where assets are scarce, unique and
can’t be replicated.
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Bioinformatics in medicine — The field of bioinformatics is used in many different
applications, including medicine. Bioinformatics enables advances such as drug
discovery, diagnostics, and disease management. The methods of bioinformatics
can be applied to diagnose cancer subtypes, predict the survival time of cancer
patients, identify the mode of action of candidate drugs, model protein binding,
and model drug target properties. In the future, doctors may be able to perform
genomic analyses on cancer patients, and the results of those analyses could
help them determine the drug treatments that will be the most effective for those
particular patients. Speeding up bioinformatics with HPC Servers will hopefully
help advance the field for the benefit of all.
SOLIDUS AI TECH WHITEPAPER 1.0

♦
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Per the latest report from Stanford University, the speed of
AI computation power doubles every three months, basically
outpacing the forecast of the well-established several-decadesold Moore’s Law, which states that ‘computation power would
double every 24 months’. Furthermore, today, compared with
2012, the computing resources required to train cutting-edge
AI models have grown over 300,000 times, while the transistor
count has grown a mere four times in NVIDIA HPC Servers.
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AI is a core component of any digital transformation initiative
today. This is witnessed in the rapid growth of the industry from
$281.3 billion in 2020 to the forecasted $327.5 billion revenue
in 2021 and $554.3 billion in 2024. The core component of this
growth is powered by the underlying, highly sophisticated AI
hardware and infrastructure. None of the AI innovations would
be possible without the simultaneous growth and innovation in AI
hardware. From the humble CPU from just a few years ago, the
industry has progressed to HPC, FGPA and yet a very hungry AI
industry needs and demands so much power from its hardware.

To address such hyper-aggressive demand for AI computer
resources – which, soon, no single organisation will ever be
able to fulﬁl internally – Solidus Ai Tech will be building one of
the world’s ﬁnest state-of-the-art AI infrastructure data centres,
starting in Europe and then expanding globally. These facilities
will be offered to Governmental Authorities, Corporations,
SME’s, Professionals and Metaverse / Play2Earn projects
in a highly secure manner, enabling them to augment
and protect their businesses.
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Our vision at Solidus Ai Tech is simple yet profound. We want to build truly
efficient data centres that can fulﬁl the desire for computing power in the global
market. We will completely transform the way computing activities are managed
and performed when combined with scalable tools to assist developers in
securely delivering and monetising their applications. Most important, after
lowering computation costs, some applications such as CGI rendering, scientiﬁc
calculation, and machine learning will become more accessible. One of our
priority objectives is to build energy-efficient AI HPC data centres.
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Solidus Ai Tech is a computation network created to distribute computing power
to organisations working on complex AI projects requiring high computing power.
The greatest need of the hour is computing power, and we are aiming to provide
Governmental Authorities, Corporations, SME’s, Professionals and Metaverse
projects with unparalleled sources of computing power. We are planning to
establish large eco-friendly AI HPC data centres in Bucharest, and, in the
future, we plan to build additional data centres across Europe.
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OUR VISION

The Solidus Ai Tech infrastructure is versatile and has been designed to cater
to Governmental Authorities, Corporations, SMEs, Professionals and Metaverse
/ Play2Earn projects. The program establishes a peer-to-peer network among
computers, allowing application administrators and users (‘requesters’) to access
the resources of other users’ (‘providers’) devices. These tools can be used
to ﬁnish tasks that require varying amounts of computing time and capacity.
These services are currently provided by centralised cloud vendors, which are
limited by closed networks, centralised payment mechanisms, and aggressively
provisioning operations.
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Both the Metaverse and Play2Earn gaming have witnessed considerable
growth over the last few years. According to a 2021 Bloomberg Intelligence
report*, the market was worth around $500 billion in 2020, with many
predicting that it could balloon to over a trillion dollars in the years to come.
Selected Metaverse & Play2Earn companies will be invited to apply to
become official partners in our ecosystem, enabling them to take advantage
of our infrastructure for their power requirements. Our HPC infrastructure
platform can address the myriad HPC challenges in the Metaverse,
including costs, speed, power consumption and security.
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The Metaverse can be described as a network of 3D virtual worlds focused
on social connection. In futurism and science fiction, it is often described
as a hypothetical iteration of the Internet as a single, universal virtual world
that is facilitated by the use of virtual and augmented reality headsets.
The Metaverse can be seen as the intersection of virtually enhanced
physical reality and persistent virtual space. It is an independent virtual
economy, enabled by digital currencies and non-fungible tokens (NFTs).
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THE METAVERSE

All applicants must complete KYB & KYC applications
to be considered official partners in our ecosystem.

Source: https://www.bloomberg.com/professional/blog/metaverse-may-be-800-billion-market-next-tech-platform/
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POWERING THE METAVERSE
AND PLAY2EARN GAMES

Our HPC Infrastructure platform will address HPC solutions’
challenges in the metaverse world. Such as cost, speed,
power consumption and security

SOLIDUS AI TECH WHITEPAPER 1.0

All partners will be carefully selected and will have to complete
KYB & KYC applications to be considered our official partners.
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We will actively allow other Metaverse & Play2Earn companies
to apply to become official partners of our ecosystem by
utilising our infrastructure to power their requirements.
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HPC METAVERSE CHALLENGES
HPC solutions have had plenty of success. However, HPC still faces
challenges that hinder its adoption on the Metaverse.

DATA SECURITY

This continues to be a significant challenge.
About 50% of participants note that HPC services
and management costs are significant barriers to
HPC adoption globally. The overall demand for
HPC resources exceeds the supply, resulting in
the loss of productivity for Meta and gaming.

The HPC application on the cloud typically
processes data transfers in large amounts,
leading to potential data security breaches.

PERFORMANCE

SUSTAINABILITY

The performance of HPC services mainly on
the cloud is not fast enough to meet daily
demand. Network performance and node
speed are a concern for many users.

Training of the AI models consumes a large amount
of energy. When training a single model, about 284
metric tons of CO2 are produced, which is a vast
quantity. As demand grows, so do CO2 emissions.
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THE COST OF RUNNING HPC

SOLIDUS AI TECH WHITEPAPER 1.0

The challenges include the following:
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OUR SOLUTIONS

DATA SECURITY

Our HPC Data Center is based in Bucharest in a secure
green energy location, and we have access to lowcost electricity coupled with the fastest internet speeds
in Europe. Our IP (Intellectual Property) also runs our
hardware around 40% more efficiently than the industry
average, which means we can offer our HPC services
at lower price points and faster speeds than our
competitors. Our users can also pay in cryptocurrency
using our native AITECH token for additional discounts.

Our cyber security protocol has
military-grade encryption to ensure
maximum security of our users’ data.

PERFORMANCE

SUSTAINABILITY

We can offer unmatched speeds because
of our unique IP software, reducing costs.
HPC services are mostly found in the
cloud. Therefore, computing services are
accessed on-demand or when additional
computing is needed.

Our HPC is the latest technology – we can turn
off nodes or place them in a dormant state to
save on energy costs. By installing the very
latest HPC servers, we expect that we will not
need to replace them for up to 10 years.
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REDUCED COSTS OF RUNNING HPC

SOLIDUS AI TECH WHITEPAPER 1.0

Solidus AI TECH will address these challenges by offering the following benefits:
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“

SOLIDUS AI TECH WHITEPAPER 1.0

Our research and development (R&D) team has a
permanent mission to improve efficiency and minimise
the power consumption in our data centres operating
under ISO 14001:2015. Through their significant
efforts, our existing hardware runs at 40% less power
consumption than the industry average. Our AI hardware
will run on the same IP, which will make our data centre
one of the most eco-friendly in the world.

SOLIDUS AI TECH WHITEPAPER 1.0

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY (IP)

AI is probably the most
important thing humanity
has ever worked on.
Sundar Pichai, CEO of Google
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SUSTAINABLE SOLUTIONS
GREEN COMPUTING

The Crypto Climate Accord’s overall objective is to decarbonize the global crypto
industry by prioritizing climate stewardship and supporting the entire crypto
industry’s transition to net-zero greenhouse gas emissions by 2040. The Accord
has two specific interim objectives:
1

Achieve net-zero emissions from electricity
consumption for CCA Signatories by 2030.

2

Develop standards, tools, and technologies with CCA Supporters to
accelerate the adoption of and verify progress toward 100% renewablypowered blockchains by the 2025 UNFCCC COP30 conference.
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We are a supporter of Crypto Climate Accord.

The Crypto Climate Accord will create wins for both the planet and the global
economy. For climate advocates, they can eliminate emissions from a fast-growing
source of electric load. For the cleantech industry, they can onboard an entirely
new class of customers with significant demand for low-carbon solutions. For the
crypto industry, they can help support widespread adoption of crypto by making
the industry more sustainable.
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Our secure, sustainable computing environment is the perfect solution for anyone prioritising climate
goals and carbon targets – we utilise evaporating air cooling technology. The advantages of evaporative
cooling are well documented. This energy-efficient, environmentally friendly technology consumes
80% less energy than compressor air conditioning, can lower the air temperature by up to 12 degrees,
improves air quality by removing dust, fumes and unpleasant odours and does not require the closing of
doors or windows . HPC is already consuming large portions of the world’s available energy, with various
air-cooling solutions consuming up to 30%–40% of the total energy deployed. Hence, there is an urgent
need to deploy sustainable solutions.
By using a special software algorithm and customised hardware architecture, one high-performance AI
HPC uses similar power to a household light bulb, and all the materials are renewable. The heat generated
by the machines will be channeled to our production facility to provide warmth during the cold season.

TREE PLANTING

SOLIDUS AI TECH WHITEPAPER 1.0

Solidus Ai Tech HPC data centre infrastructure will run highly efficient algorithms. From the initial
consultation, we will be able to clarify how we can optimise for maximum effectiveness for each
application and how our customised HPC environments would work for the clients’ needs. At the
core of our business, we ensure reliability and security to our clients and do so in a cost-effective
and environmentally friendly manner.

Around the building premises, we will plant 128 trees as part of a
volunteering program in partnership with the Ministry of Education in
Romania. The top 10 National Olympics teenage computer scientists will
be invited to join the Solidus Technologies Educational Awards Program.
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TOP 10 BEST INVENTION AWARDS
NO.

COUNTRY

ORGANISATION

INVENTOR(S)

TITLE OF INVENTION

1

Romania

Romanian Association for Alternative
Technologies Sibiu – A.R.T.A Sibiu

TITU Aurel Mihail
OPEAN Constantin
MARGINEAN Ion
TITU Stefan
MOLDOVAN Alexandru Marcel
BOGORIN-PREDESCU Adrian

Electrical Personal Individual Car
(Patent pending: A2015 00552)

2

Malaysia

OMINENT SDN BHD

OMINENT SDN BHD

Graphene Reinforced
Ecocoat Kenzo

3

USA

Parking Lock Box LLC

Edward Paul Laskowski
Jason Glen Squier

Vehicle Lock Box

4

Romania

INOVESS GROUP

Mircea MANOLESCU
Paul Georgian TURCU
Diana Mihaela CALOTA

iSentinel Evobuilding - The
Evolutive Disaster Intelligent
Protection Solutions Safebuilding

5

UAE

United Arab Emirates Genetic
Diseases Assocation (UAEGDA)

Dr. Mohammad Ibraheem Mezaal Atheab
H E Dr. Maryam Mohamed Fatma Matar

Molecular Innovative Method
For Detection Delta Variant Of
SARS-COV-2 Within 2-3 Hours

6

China

Tupperware (China) Co., Ltd.

Tupperware (China) Co., Ltd.

Collagen Peptide Bird’s
Nest Flavor Drink

7

Romania

University POLITEHNICA of Bucharest

Catalin Marian DUMITRESCU
Marius MINEA
Ilona COSTEA
Augustin SEMENESCU
Ionut-Cosmin CHIVA
Viviana MINEA

System And Method For Detecting
Active Unmanned Aircraft Systems
(UAS) By Deep Learning Analysis
Of Microphone Array And
Captaure Images

8

Sweden

N/A

Sajad Shabanpourhaghighi
Neda Bagherian

Methods And Apparatus For Treatment,
Desalination And Sterilization Of Water
By Boiling At Ambient Temperature
With Reduced Pressure

9

USA

Science & Technology Group LCC

Grigori Lishanski
Oleg Lishanski

Lishanski Vibrating Transport Device
And Associated Method For Movement
Of Objects On Vertitical, Horizontal And
Inclined Basic Surfacets; USA Patent 10,
214, 398, B2

10

Malaysia

MEDI GLOBAL ENTERPRISE SDN BHD

DATO’ Dr. Siew Kuang Choong
@ Siow Kuang Ling

Circumcision Device
“CIRCUMSTAR - 1”

SOLIDUS AI TECH WHITEPAPER 1.0

OVERALL SELECTION OF THE TOP 10 BEST INVENTIONS IN iCAN 2021
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SECURITY

VULNERABILITY
MONITORING PLATFORM

PHYSICAL SECURITY

Proven methodologies and military grade standards
are included in our Vulnerability Monitoring Platform.

• Soft Galaxy International has experts to help plan, design and

The Vulnerability Monitoring Platform automatically
discovers the assets in the datacenter using a highly
secured protocol which is not using IP or MAC
addresses and compares their hardware and software
components with 80 different data sources for real
time vulnerability alerts.
Every network device in our Data Center (physical or
virtual) will be managed by the Vulnerability Monitoring
Platform and connected to our specially designed
firewalls that don’t use Internet Protocol (IP) and are
not registered to the network using a MAC address.

deploy solutions that cover all domains of the data center which
nowadays can become vulnerabilities for data breaches. Most of
the experts come from a technical military background and now
share their knowledge to keep customers data protected.

• Protection is extended into parts of the data center that could
be vulnerable such as building, power, and HVAC systems.

• Secure the physical location.
• Data Center video monitoring and sensors: CCTV system
with heat detection (thermal cameras) and AI-based alerts
developer by our internal engineering team

SOLIDUS AI TECH WHITEPAPER 1.0

We will constantly innovate and utilise new technologies, and we will grow securely. This requires an end-to-end cyber risk strategy driven
by our executive leadership team. Our strategy balances the requirements to be secure, vigilant, and resilient with strategic objectives.
We implemented our NATO-compliant roadmap and governance model to support security priorities in an era where cyber is everywhere.

• Security Officer: Gl. (r) Alexandru Galusca (Ducu) – Doctor
in Cyber Security and retired general from the Romanian
Air Forces is responsible for the entire strategy
and implementation

• Access control: biometric authentication
and red cages for special projects

• Human background checks
• Backup and security procedures
• Risk assessment
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Solidus Ai Tech has allocated one and a half billion tokens towards the
distribution of staking rewards. Purchasers of AITECH tokens are entitled
to stake their tokens for a share of the pool until the (IaaS) platform goes
live, at which point AITECH tokens can continue to be held, sold, or
utilised to purchase AI services.
The software and hardware in our data centre will deliver AI services
through a customer self-service portal in which the customer selects their
service and software add-ons. We aim to make purchasing AI services
quick, simple and competitive. The Solidus ecosystem will include three
types of users: AITECH token holders who have invested for growth,
AITECH token holders who have invested for growth and also wish
to purchase AI services when the (IaaS) platform goes live and the
consumers who only have a demand for AI services.

SOLIDUS AI TECH WHITEPAPER 1.0

SOLIDUS AI TECH
AS AN ECOSYSTEM
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COMPUTING RESOURCE PROVIDER
Solidus Ai Tech is responsible for providing the high-end computing resources that they own. This
includes details such as CPU, HPC, RAM, HD space, high-speed (low-latency) Internet connection
etc, as well as the types of services they can deploy. These can be anything from full VMs to dockerbased microservices, deeply trained neural networks to simple code snippets, or any technology of
the future. In the initial stages, Solidus Ai Tech will be the only resource provider. In addition, we are
working on a model where we can add other participants as resource providers based on the multilevel safety standards they deploy and the amount of stake they own in our ecosystem.
Governmental Authorities, Corporations, SMEs and Professionals have become increasingly reliant
on the power of supercomputers to invent innovative solutions, reduce costs, and decrease time
to market for products and services. To meet those needs for a highly increasing market, Solidus Ai
Tech will be one of the ﬁrst private companies in the world ready to deploy HPC in a very ﬂexible
manner. This is done by allowing our customers to rent virtual space in our data centres as part of
our IaaS offering using a strong administrative panel in which they can conﬁgure their own setup
and networking policies, offering native interoperability with their existing infrastructures.

SOFTWARE/AI SERVICES PROVIDERS
The AI services/software providers will use the computing resources
from the Solidus Ai Tech ecosystem to host their solutions following a
simpliﬁed deployment process. Our IaaS platform will simplify and ease
out the process of setting up, conﬁguring, monitoring, or maintaining servers.
On top of the physical HPC infrastructure, customers can choose to
install our proprietary software developed in-house by our R&D lab
based on machine learning as well as deep learning, natural language
processing and cognitive computing driving innovations in identifying
images, personalising marketing campaigns, genomics, and navigating
self-driving cars to name a few.
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When our AI infrastructure is live, Governmental Authorities, Corporations,
SMEs and Professionals will be able to purchase a wide range of AI services.
The software and hardware in our data centre deliver the services through a
customer self-service portal in which the customer will be able to select their
resources and software add-ons. Through our platform, we will serve complex
computation-intensive data analysis tasks that include the following:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Metaverse & Play2Earn
Self Driving Cars
Face & Voice Recognition
Health Care
Recruitment
Sales Automation & Lead Generation
Virtual Assistants
Traffic Congestion / Smart Cities
Border Control / Secure Societies
Agriculture - Greenhouse Automation

SOLIDUS AI TECH WHITEPAPER 1.0

AI PLATFORM —
IAAS SOFTWARE +
MICROSERVICES

The distributed ledger format can be leveraged to support an array of
government and public sector applications, including digital currency/
payments, land registration, identity management, supply chain traceability,
healthcare, corporate registration, taxation, voting (elections and proxy)
and legal entities management.
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Governmental complex computation-intensive data analysis tasks can include
the following:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Asset Management
Smart Contracts for Health Care
Voting
Taxation
Supply Chain Traceability
Land Registration
Identity Management & Process Automation

SOLIDUS AI TECH WHITEPAPER 1.0

Using its full stack of enterprise tools, Solidus Ai Tech is building a blockchain
operating system for the public sector. This government enterprise solution uses
smart contracts, asset management solutions, identity management solutions, and
process automation. The solution provides a private enterprise chain developed
speciﬁcally for governments. It features the ability to assign different levels of
access to authorised users, ensuring the independent validation of transactions
and operations that establish full security and accountability while complying with
relevant privacy standards.

SOLIDUS AI TECH WHITEPAPER 1.0

GOVERNMENT ENTERPRISE BLOCKCHAIN SOLUTION

The governmental enterprise blockchain solution enables citizens, residents and businesses
to participate and manage their data, creating a secure system that will streamline
government-citizen interactions while securing information against hacking and fraud.
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ABOUT AITECH TOKEN

STAKING
Following our successful launch we will offer staking pools which will
reward token holders in additional AITECH tokens which can be used
to purchase AI services when our Infrastructure-as-a-Service platform
launches or alternatively the tokens can be held or sold on an
exchange for liquidity.

AI (IAAS) PLATFORM DISCOUNT

SOLIDUS AI TECH WHITEPAPER 1.0

Our mission is to build a solid community who will support us throughout
our journey to success. Our community will be rewarded with the following:

SOLIDUS AI TECH WHITEPAPER 1.0

Solidus Ai Tech is introducing its ERC-20 token (AITECH) that allows its
investors to stake their tokens and earn rewards. Government Authorities,
Corporations, SMEs, Professionals and Metaverse / Play2Earn requiring
AI services or HPC power can access discounts on computing power
supplied through our IaaS platform if they choose to utilise our AITECH
token to purchase services.

AI consumers can purchase AITECH tokens to obtain a
discount on the services on our (IaaS) platform when it goes live.

BURN PROGRAM

LOCK UP

Once all fundraising rounds are complete, we will burn any unsold
AITECH tokens. We will also burn a percentage of AITECH tokens that
are used to purchase our services via our IaaS platform, quarterly.
The goal is to reduce our circulation supply by 50% over time.

The team & developers token allocation will be locked in a
smart contract for 36 months with a small proportion being
released each year on the anniversary of the launch date.
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GLOBAL NETWORK
CLOUD

ONSITE

SOLIDUS

Network
Capacity

Low

High

♦ 10 Gbps full duplex with
scalability to 200 Gbps
♦ Always-on DDOS protection
using AI for incident
mitigations

Data Travel
Time

Slow

Fast

Cost
Structure

Metered
on usage

Upfront
hardware
expense and
maintenance

♦ Pay-as-you-go/metered usage

Scalability

Inﬁnite

Finite

♦ International capabilities using
one of the world’s largest
privately-owned connectivity
networks, with terabit
connectivity across Europe

♦ Ultra-low latency correction
♦ Approximately 40 peering
points across Europe

♦ Enterprise and government
on yearly subscriptions

SOLIDUS AI TECH WHITEPAPER 1.0

Soft Galaxy International has a pending patent for an AI-based
system for the support and command of crisis-response actions.
This software is currently being used by quick responder
agencies in Europe such as the fire department, the police, and
ambulance services to help manage the COVID-19 pandemic.

TASK

SOLIDUS AI TECH WHITEPAPER 1.0

We will implement the IaaS software platform as a global
network of computer resources to match the demand for highperformance AI software services and encourage users to
engage with the Solidus ecosystem. We will also leverage the
developments in blockchain technology to employ computer
power utilising AITECH tokens without the need for a centralised
payment system. By adding our new AITECH token, we will
transform the processing power of our data centres, which
enables everyone to pay for and use a range of AI services. The
AITECH token will be used as a basic means of payment on our
IaaS platform; however, organisations who want to utilise our
services will still be able to purchase via fiat currency.

“

There is huge demand
for Artificial Intelligence
technologies.
Yuri Milner Entrepreneur, Venture Capitalist, Physicist
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AITECH TOKENOMICS

Investment required to complete the build of our HPC
data centre, IaaS software platform, sustaining lean
business operations, and marketing and community
building efforts amount to $8.1 million. This is also the
amount of soft cap (i.e. the minimum amount required)
to complete the data centre and the associated services
platform as well as to get to the point of revenue
generation. A major part of the investment required will
go towards the data centre set-up, amounting to $42.8
million. The second significant investment needed will be
on the IaaS services platform development, amounting to
$1.69 million. Thereafter, community building, marketing,
staking, and legal and regulatory compliance will form
the bulk of the expenses.

Solidus Ai Tech has put significant effort into the tokenomics and
token model. As such, the token has been designed to reﬂect the
success of the platform and to incentivise a healthy ecosystem,
bringing together token holders and AI platform clients.

It is important to note that we are not solely dependent
on the token sale for the funds and investments. We
have already raised $5.64 million through our network
and have been accepted for a grant of €3.5 million
under the Digital Europe Programme (DEP). Thus, we will
have raised close to $10 million. We are now seeking to
build long-lasting, loyal communities and are, therefore,
widening the net to raise $42.8 million through four
rounds of public funding.

Token Name
Token Ticker
Accepted Currency

Eligibility
Token Sale Stages
Tokens being sold
Total Supply
Decimals
Token Type
Bridge
Pre Public Sale Start Date
Pre Public Sale End Date
Public Sale Starting Price
Public Listing Price

AITECH
AITECH
BTC, ETH,
USDT.ERC20,
USDT.TRC20
USDT.BEP20
Subject to KYC
Four
799.9 million
2 billion
18
Ethereum, ERC-20
Polygon Network
01-01-2022
To be confirmed
1 AITECH = 0.02295
$0.02295

SOLIDUS AI TECH WHITEPAPER 1.0

NECESSARY INVESTMENTS

SOLIDUS AI TECH WHITEPAPER 1.0

TOKEN SALES AND DISTRIBUTION
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CROWDFUNDING: TOKEN SALE PLAN
1

Start Date

We’re at the beginning of a golden
age of AI. We’ve only scratched
the surface of whats possible.
Jeff Bezos, CEO of Amazon

09-05-2022

End Date

The Total Token Supply of the AITECH tokens is
2 billion, out of which 799.9 million are being
distributed through four rounds of investment:
seed, private sale, pre-public sale and public sale.

“

P R I V AT E S A L E

11-10-2022

Start Date

18-11-2021

End Date

31-12-2021

Fundraising Goal

$5,095,200

Fundraising Goal

$6,369,000

Token Pricing

$0.005095

Token Pricing*

$0.006369

Minimum Investment

$50,000

Minimum Investment

$1,000

Maximum Investment

$100,000

Maximum Investment

$250,000

3

4
PRE-PUBLIC SALE

PUBLIC SALE

Start Date

01-01-2022

End Date

To be confirmed

Start Date

To be confirmed

End Date

To be confirmed

Fundraising Goal

$4,080,000

Fundraising Goal

$765,000

Token Pricing*

$0.020865

Token Starting Price*

$0.02295

Token Listing Price

$0.02295

Minimum Investment

$500

Maximum Investment

$50,000

Minimum Investment

$500

Maximum Investment

$500

SOLIDUS AI TECH WHITEPAPER 1.0

SEED SALE

SOLIDUS AI TECH WHITEPAPER 1.0

799,900,000

2
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TOKENOMICS
STAGE

RAISE TOTAL

% SUPPLY

TOKENS SOLD

PRICE $

DISCOUNT
ON PUBLIC

RELEASE
ON TGE (%)

TOKENS
RELEASED

VALUE (LP)

Seed

$1,500,000.00

14.72%

294,394,724.45

$0.005095

-77.85%

0.00%

0

Private

$1,500,000.00

11.78%

235,515,779.56

$0.006369

-72.31%

0.00%

0

Pre-public

$3,477,872.49

12.50%

249,994,315.68

$0.014514

-36.90%

0.00%

Public

$460,000.00

1.00%

20,000,000.00

$0.0230

20.00%

$6,937,872.49

40.00%

799,904,819.69
$368,000

Fully Diluted Market Cap

$46,000,000.00

Circulating supply TGE

16,000,000.00

0.8000%

Total supply (MM)

2,000

2,000,000,000.00

Price variable (input)

$0.023

TOKEN DISTRIBUTION
TOWARDS

PERCENTAGE

MONTHLY
RELEASE

VALUE
RELEASE

$0.0000

$10,190,400.00

14,018,796.40

$322,432.32

$0.0000

$12,738,000.00

15,701,051.97

$361,124.20

0

$0.0000

$29,027,831.46

20,832,859.64

$479,155.77

4,000,000.00

$92,000.00

$46,000,000.00

5,000,000.00

$115,000.00

4,000,000.00

$92000.00
LIQUIDITY PROVISION

VESTING SCHEDULE

x1 Sell pressure

Liquidity available

LP total

$92,000.00

$276,000.00

$552,000.00

TOKEN EMISSIONS

VESTING

LOCK

TOTAL

RELEASE
AFTER LOCK

VALUE EMISSIONS

AFTER CLIFF
RELEASE PM

CLIFF /
TOTAL

% OF
ALL PM

TOKENS
RELEASED (TGE)

INITIAL
MARKET CAP

Seed

14.72%

21

3

24

0.00%

4.76%

0.00%

0.70%

0.00

$0.00

Private

11.78%

15

3

18

0.00%

6.67%

0.00%

0.79%

0.00

$0.00

Pre-public

12.50%

12

3

15

0.00%

8.33%

0.00%

1.04%

0.00

$0.00

1.00%

4

0

4

20.00%

20.00%

0.20%

0.20%

4,000,000.00

$92,000.00

Marketing

10.00%

36

4

40

0.00%

2.78%

0.00%

0.28%

0.00

$0.00

Liquidity & staking

12.00%

24

0

24

5.00%

3.96%

0.60%

0.48%

12,000,000.00

$276,000.00

Strategic / Ecosystem

18.00%

18

0

18

0.00%

5.56%

0.00%

1.00%

0.00

$0.00

Play2Earn

5.00%

36

18

48

0.00%

2.78%

0.00%

0.14%

0.00

$0.00

Team

10.00%

36

12

54

0.00%

2.78%

0.00%

0.28%

0.00

$0.00

Advisors

5.00%

24

12

36

0.00%

4.17%

0.00%

0.21%

0.00

$0.00

16,000,000.00

$368,000.00

Public

Total

100.00%

SOLIDUS AI TECH WHITEPAPER 1.0

INITIAL MARKET CAP (EXCL LIQ)

VALUATION
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FUND ALLOCATION

CAPEX & COSTS

Building

Software

7.7%
6.5%

$3,289,424

Permits / Legal

$79,623

Construction: Solidus Building
Second Floor + Permits

$597,172

TRAFO House (Electrical 20KW Power Line)

$517,549

Ventilation

$796,230

Fire Protection / CO2 Sprinkler System

$472,761

Interior Setup: Electrical, Cabinets

$806,183

2 x 1 Gbps Full Duplex Fiber Optics

$19,906

Software

$2,771,876

Software Platform Development (Cloud Portal)

$1,279,940

Software Licenses: Virtualization, Cyber Security,
Traffic Monitoring, NAGIOS

$1,218,232

Software App Store Development

$273,704

Hardware

$36,785,428

Networking: Mellanox Switches
+ Conventional + Firewall (70)

$1,293,476

Security Cameras + Cage + Access Control

$71,661

HPC Nvidia DGX A100

$32,275,183

Servers (100)

$2,562,865

PSU (Power Suppy Unit)

$104,505

NAS (storage)

$477,738

T O TA L C O S T

SOLIDUS AI TECH WHITEPAPER 1.0

85.9%

Hardware

Building

SOLIDUS AI TECH WHITEPAPER 1.0

The largest part of the collected ﬁnancial assets will be invested
in the technical development of the data centre and IaaS platform,
which is 97.5% of the total funds raised. Our IaaS platform will
be developed by our partners Soft Galaxy International. Please
see below our development forecasts for the whole project.

$42,846,728

Please note additional funds required to complete our fundraising target upon
completion of our token sale will be raised via the sale of equity
PAGE 34
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MARKETING

BURN STRATEGY

We have a highly experienced marketing team. The team are
working around the clock to create a trusted brand and build
a loyal community. The social media channels we are focusing
on include Telegram, Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, LinkedIn
and Reddit. Our team will post content and updates across
all channels daily and interact with the community to keep
members updated on developments within the project and to
answer any questions. We have a number of ﬁnancial inﬂuencers
that have agreed to promote our project to their loyal subscriber
bases. In addition, Solidus Ai Tech will attend a host of key
cryptocurrency and blockchain events with the team
in order to promote our project.

Solidus aims to implement a burn strategy that is beneficial
and rewarding for those engaged for the long term.

ECOSYSTEM, COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT,
AND USER ACQUISITION

ADVISORS

AITECH tokens will be reserved for ecosystem support.
These funds will be used to support any of the existing and
future developments aimed at the Solidus Ai Tech ecosystem
growth. Funds will also be utilized to provide airdrops, bug
bounties, referral rewards, early staking rewards, lottery
airdrops and so on.

Solidus will leverage its strategic partnerships to expand
across multiple industries and become the preferred IaaS
platform . Modest token allocations could be made to advisors
who bring substantial value both directly and indirectly to the
platform. The Solidus Ai Tech team will be as transparent
as possible when these changes occur.

SOLIDUS AI TECH WHITEPAPER 1.0

Overall, 10% of the quarterly profits will be used to acquire tokens
from the circulating supply and burn them. Both tokens received
as part of offering IaaS services and tokens from buy back will be
used to burn. The longer term aim is to bring the total circulating
supply down from 2bn to 1bn effectively halving supply.

SOLIDUS AI TECH WHITEPAPER 1.0

Investors will be able stake their tokens on a quarterly basis for 2
years or more. They will be issued an equivalent number of tokens
in the IaaS platform for usage. This will be the initial token usage
model in the first instance. Furthermore, at the end of each
quarter tokens will be bought back and burned.
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STAKING

Staking is carried out via smart contract.
While staked, AITECH tokens cannot be traded, sold, or used in any way.
Users can reclaim all staked tokens
Deflationary token economy is a long-term goal
Once all fundraising rounds are complete, we will burn
any unsold AITECH tokens. We will also burn a percentage of AITECH
tokens that are used to purchase our services via our IaaS platform,
quarterly. The goal is to reduce our circulation supply by 50% over time.

SOLIDUS AI TECH WHITEPAPER 1.0

We will have a number of different staking pools available after listing
The pools will have different locking periods and reward rates
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FINANCIALS

REVENUE

Projected Profit or Loss
(in million U.S. dollars)

70

50
$61,756736

$47,864,335

$47,941,120

$61,756736

$47,689,871

Profit ($USD millions)

60
50
40

$40,730,186

30

PROJECTED PROFIT OR LOSS

20

80
10

0

40

$29,709,158

30

20

CAPEX SUMMARY
HPC Servers $36,736,813

Profit ($USD millions)

Revenue in million U.S. dollars

$61,756736

$70,948,865

70
60 $3,098,173
50

2023
40

2024

$1,662,322
0

2025

2026

2027

2023

2024

2025

2026

2027

IaaS Platform
$1,698,562

20

0

10

$58,164,400

30

10

SOLIDUS AI TECH WHITEPAPER 1.0

Financials
(in million U.S. dollars)

HPB Cabinets $415,808

$2,500,433
Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Other Data Centre Cost $2,426,226
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FINANCIALS

High performance computing (HPC) based artifical
intelligence revenue worldwide from 2020 to 2024

(in billion U.S. dollars)

(in million U.S. dollars)

37.38

37.5

34.12

35
32.5

PROJECTED PROFIT OR LOSS
29.38

27.5 70

27.28

$70,948,865
$58,164,400

60

502020

2021

2022*

2023*

2024*

30

2000
1500

1,617
1,039

1,217

263

500
0

719

806

2020

2021

98

129

899

692

501

HPC Servers $36,736,813
1,018

2022*

1,368

1,213

2023*

Deep Learning
(DL) in HPC

2024*
Other AI
in HPC

IaaS Platform
$1,698,562

20

0

162

2,034

Machine Learning
(ML) in HPC

40

Source: Hyperion Research

10

2,429

2500

CAPEX
SUMMARY 341
1000

30

80

Revenue in million U.S. dollars

40.02

40

25

3000
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High performance computing (HPC)
market revenue worldwide from 2020 to 2024

Profit ($USD millions)

Revenue in billion U.S. dollars

MARKET SIZE

HPB Cabinets $415,808

$2,500,433
Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Other Data Centre Cost $2,426,226
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ROADMAP
2018

DECEMBER

JANUARY

Solidus Technologies established
in December 2017
Joint venture partnership agreed
with Soft Galaxy International
We engaged with the companies
below to help structure the project:
Pincent Masons Solicitors (SRA
471978) for our legal structure
and documentation
BlueWater Capital (FCA 789335
to Section 21) to approve our
information memorandum
Talbot Capital (FCA 489839)
as our security trustee
CrossbarFX (FCA 535761)
as our receiving agent

Submitted planning application
to build the Data Centre
APRIL
Solidus Technologies Ltd. engaged
with high net worth and sophisticated
investors to raise funds.
Soft Galaxy International agreed to
house mining rigs in one of their
secure facilities whilst we were
submitting the planning application
for the data centre
Funds utilised to purchase thousands
of ATI Radeon Sapphire HPC Servers
and the necessary materials for set-up

2019
J U LY
Mining rigs installed in the
secure facility
AUGUST

JANUARY
We agreed to move forward with
[building company] Building on
hold because of cold weather
APRIL

Our Ethereum (ETH)
mining rigs went live

Data centre build commenced

Land purchased to
build the data centre

Entire area levelled

Submitted planning application
for data centre build
Additional mining HPC Servers
and materials purchased
DECEMBER
Additional mining hardware installed
and live in the secure facility
Planning application approved
Data Centre building project out
for tender to building contractors

M AY / J U N E
Plumbing and electrical installation
J U LY / A U G U S T
Framework build
SEPTEMBER / OCTOBER
Roof build

SOLIDUS AI TECH WHITEPAPER 1.0

2017

NOVEMBER / DECEMBER
All external design features installed
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2020
Fire safety system installed
and checked
External build ﬁnal checks
External build completed
Quartz ﬂoor installed
MARCH / JUNE
COVID-19 lockdown
Essential maintenance
checks on all hardware
Quartz ﬂoor sealed
Meetings held via Zoom with
senior management to decide
direction of the company
The plan to move into AI
was brought forward given
a number of factors
M AY / J U LY
Zoom meetings with Governmental
Authorities, Corporations, SME’s
and Professionals

AUGUST
Microsoft Global partner
Letters of interest
€4.2m signed AI contract
with Optoelectronica
NOVEMBER
€3m EU grant application submitted
via our partners who €1.4m in place
as part of the application

APRIL
Covid-19-related restrictions slowed
the build project through staff
restrictions, supply chain delays
and a number of other factors
Notification of further delays
to EU grant due to COVID-19
Commenced planning
for AITECH token

DECEMBER / APRIL

2021
FEBRUARY
Approval for €3m EU grant
MARCH
Notification of EU grant
delay due to Covid-19

Refinements made to all
communication materials
AUGUST
Final checks to website infrastructure;
website content planned
Social Media channels launched
Start to grow the AITECH community

M AY
Solidus Ai Tech Limited established

Build on hold mainly due to Covid-19
lockdown and cold weather

J U LY

Secured agreements to help build
the foundations of AITECH token
Launch strategy Tokenomics finalised
JUNE
Whitepaper content written
and website build commenced
Recruited social media marketing
experts to help establish a strong
online community

Pre-registration page live
SEPTEMBER / OCTOBER
Proposed AITECH launch date
Finalising ICO Platform to go live
Community incentives go live
OCTOBER / DECEMBER
Whitepaper and website go live

SOLIDUS AI TECH WHITEPAPER 1.0

JANUARY / MARCH

AITECH ICO platform live
Funds raised by private, pre
and public token sale
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ROADMAP 2022
Q1 2022 Continued

Q2 2022

Project marketed across all platforms

Press releases published

Project marketed across all platforms

Promotional 3D HD video live

Videos of YouTube influencers
reviewing our project published

Work commenced on our on our
Claim, Vesting and Staking portals

Commenced initial discussions with
Institutions, Venture Capitalists and
Family Offices regarding investment

Released Bitcoin.com Podcasts
with founder

Launched on ICO listing platforms
Appointed new Advisors
to the team
Hired Client Liaison Manager
Created new strategic Partnerships
Released Youtube interviews
with founder
Begun discussions with Exchanges
& Launchpads for potential listings
Certik Smart Contract audit completed
Assigned Crypto Asset Rating
to rate our ICO
Attended various Crypto and
Blockchain events in Dubai

Maintained regular communication
with our community via AMAs
& Quizzes

Attended more Crypto and
Blockchain events in Dubai
Began supplying Crypto Asset Rating full
information on our project in preparation
for our rating
Appointed new Advisors to the team
Videos of YouTube influencers reviewing
our project published
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Q1 2022

More Press releases published
Hired Spanish Client Liaison Manager
Determine which Exchanges &
Launchpads we will be listing on
Maintain regular communication with our
community via AMAs & Quizzes
Solidity Finance Smart Contract
audit completed
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Marketing across all platforms
Attended World Blockchain
Conference in Singapore
Attended Community NFT &
Metaverse conference in Las Vegas
Interviews with key opinion leaders
Multiple exchange listings
agreed and paid for
New Globally recognised advisors
joined the team
Regular communication with our
community via AMAs & Quizzes

Q4 2022
First order placed to purchase AI
HPC Servers, cabinets and materials
Attended World Metaverse
Show in Dubai
Partnership announced with Metaverse
giants Galaxy Arena
Awarded the official CertiK
KYC Gold badge
Twitter Spaces with The Crypto
Roundtable Show
Attended Sir Anthony Ritossa’s
20th Anniversary Global Family
Office Investment Summit

Q4 2022 Continued
Launch on multiple launchpads (tbc)
Launch on DEX Uniswap (tbc)
Launch on CEX (tbc)
AITECH token claim portal live
Staking platform live for
AITECH tokens
Marketing across all platforms
Additional AITECH token listings
on exchanges
Regular communication with our
community via AMAs & Quizzes
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FOUNDERS
Paul Farhi

Paul is a born achiever and has very high standards in everything he does. He is a passionate entrepreneur and established
himself as a successful investor very early on in his career. His main focus was on Property and Fine Art until he was
introduced to Bitcoin in 2015 and since then has never looked back. During his career Paul has built a solid network and
was instrumental in securing the partnership between Solidus Technologies and Soft Galaxy international. Paul is a forward
thinker and identified very early on that Ethereum will be moving from proof-of-work to proof-of-stake which means that
mining would no longer be the future for Solidus Technologies and began his research into Artificial Intelligence. Since then
he has studied Artificial intelligence at the London Business School and has identified key areas that will be significant for
Solidus Ai Tech in the near future. Paul also owns a Fine Art Company who are taking a serious look at the NFT space. Paul
also oversees the overall Marketing efforts of Solidus Ai Tech.

Adrian Stoica
FOUNDER & HEAD OF INTERNATIONAL OPERATIONS

SOLIDUS AI TECH WHITEPAPER 1.0

FOUNDER AND HEAD OF UK OPERATIONS

Adrian is the president of Optoelectronica and the founder of Soft Galaxy. His mission is to use his expertise from two
different technological worlds, hardware and software, to deliver a new generation of computing and data processing to
the world. This will boost the world’s technological progress, opening new doors for R&D and smart devices and changing
the way we currently interact with technology.
Adrian is well connected within the AI industry, and he works closely with government entities. He is an IT management
consultant with international experience and brings not only consulting experience but also general management
experience, leadership skills, entrepreneurship and business development skills. Adrian has broad industry exposure with
a special focus on artificial intelligence, cybersecurity, military/defence systems, blockchain technology and e-government.
He specialises in ‘techno politics’ and alternative models of governance, with a focus on applications and decentralised
architectures for public administration and e-government. Adrian is also a founder of an international software engineering
company, where his focus is on artificial intelligence and solutions for blockchain technology. As such, Adrian is a vital
member of the team.
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Herbert R Sim

Madalin Dumitru

STRATEGIC ADVISOR

CYBER SECURITY ADVISOR

Herbert Sim is commonly known as BitcoinMan™ (TheBitcoinMan.com)
in the FinTech industry.
Currently Mr Sim, is one of the less than 100 verified ‘blue tick’ public
figures across all major social media platforms in Blockchain industry,
in the world.
Herbert is the founder of Crypto Chain University (CCU), the world’s
first repository institute for Blockchain and Cryptocurrency research,
established in February 2010. He has contributed to top international
publications such as Forbes and Huffington Post. Mr Sim was previously
the Chief Marketing Officer of Cryptology exchange, and prior to that,
the Global Operations Director at Huobi Global.
Herbert is also an activist for children living in poverty, and champions
creating awareness for World Vision, a Christian humanitarian,
development and advocacy organisation devoted to improving the
lives of children, families and their communities around the world.
His philosophy shared with the young ones is to “Follow your Heart,
Chase your Dreams“. He writes to help others see that no matter
where you come from, you can still achieve your dreams.

Madalin Dumitru is the Founder & CEO of Cyber Smart Defence with
20+ years experience in cybersecurity. Cyber Smart Defence was
founded to respond to the growing threats in cybersecurity. During
the years, Madalin and his elite team of ethical hackers, forming
together a united, specialised team that can face any challenge
in the cybersecurity field.
Madalin also has a continuous contribution reflected into long
term customer relationships, building strategic partnerships with
multinational companies and on-going research and development,
always considering the cybersecurity market versatility and constant
change that came as a requirement for staying relevant in the fight
against cyber-criminals who always have found creative ways to hack
organizations.
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ADVISORS

Madalin helped Stefanini Group in creating a global cybersecurity
tower, capable of delivering all cybersecurity services on all continents.
Madalin is also a respected commentator on cybersecurity issues
and has previously been interviewed by the likes of NBC, Fox, ABC
News, Reuters, Aljazeera and USA Today. CSD & Solidus partnership
has been established in order improve the cybersecurity of Global
Enterprise clients applying HPC and AI.

Personal Awards
•
’30 Under 30’ Award by Oklahoma City University
Education/ Accreditation
•
Master of Business Administration, University of Wolverhampton, UK.
•
Bachelor of Arts, Liberal Studies & Mass Communications,
Oklahoma City University, USA.
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ADVISORS
Jason Hung

Ian Scarffe

ASIAN MARKETS ADVISOR

ADVISOR

He was rated as top People of Blockchain and top #1 ICO expert
by ICOBench and Top #9 advisor by ICOHolder since 2018.
Jason is a serial entrepreneur and managing consultant in enterprise
software and ERP related business. Before ICA founded, he was CEO
at Chidopi, CTO@CAMP (Top animation movie production company),
Senior AVP at iSoftStone (Top IT company at China) and managing
consultant at PeopleSoft (Oracle.com).

Ian Scarffe is a serial entrepreneur, investor and consultant with
business experience from around the world.
As a leading entrepreneur, Ian is on a personal mission to develop a culture
of entrepreneurship, helping startups achieve their full potential as well
as helping to expand existing companies. Ian has founded ‘Binkplus’,
a startup incubator in Europe.
A leading expert in Startup, Investment, Fintech and Blockchain industries. Ian
currently consults and advises for a range of multi-million dollar companies.
Ian has a passion for customer service, wealth of knowledge and vast
amounts of hands-on experience in almost every role, means Ian has
valuable insight into millions of customers, proving him to be a valuable
asset to companies across the globe.
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Jason is cofounder of ICA (International Consensus Association).

Ian works with quality Blockchain companies, NFT Marketplaces,
Decentralised Finance (DeFi), Play2Earn Games and IDO’s, that have
a proven track record and are credible funding propositions.
Ian is supported by his broad base of funders who include: Blockchain
Angels, Blockchain Investors and Funds, Accredited investors, Institutional
Investors, Venture Capital Firms, Business Angels and Syndicates, Family
Offices, Corporate Venture Funds and Ultra high-net-worth individuals.
•
•
•

Ian is a Top Global Influencer in Blockchain and Fintech
IcoBench - Top Ranked Member of Global List - People of Blockchain
ICOHolder - Number 1 Ranked top Blockchain Advisor
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Simon Cocking

Timo Trippler

FUNDRAISING & PR ADVISOR

FUNDRAISING ADVISOR

Simon Cocking has been Chief Editor at Irish Tech News,
CryptoCommonwealth, CryptoCoinNews and InvestInIT - with over
1.5 million+ unique monthly views and growing. He was top ranked
member of the ‘People of Blockchain’ based on total funds raised &
also #1 ranked advisor on ICO Holder.

Timo Trippler is an ICO Advisor and entrepreneur with FinTech and
InsurTech industry background. He is an expert in financial market
and risk management with 12 years of experience in financial
transactions. He advised various successful ICO projects
and manages multiple crypto fund portfolios.

Simon is a business mentor and advisor working with over 200
successful companies to date. He has been named on many global
Twitter influencer lists in the last 12 months, and has over 115,000
followers on Twitter & 30,000+ on Linkedin.

Timo has been working in Blockchain field since 2015 and had a
large number of various ICOs under his advice. He worked with a
lot of ICOs and other projects, such as: AirPod, Loyakk, Faxport,
Welltrado, Inclusivity, Centareum, Place To Rent, Energy Premier,
WeiCrowd, Med-O Network, Vegan Nation, USAT, Tokenchanger,
Autorize, Styxr, U Run It and many more.

He is an accomplished public speaker at events including TEDx, Web
Summit, and overseas in Monte Carlo, Pyeonchang, Amsterdam, Dubai,
Delhi, Kiev, Singapore, Moscow, Tel Aviv, Madrid, Tbilisi, Riga, Porto,
Dublin and Helsinki.
He was also the first person to be inducted into the Irish Ultimate
Frisbee Hall of Fame.
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Timo uses his business network to raise funds from institutional
Investors, Family Offices, Venture Capital and Private Equity companies.
He is currently connected to more than 300 institutional Investors
around the world. He travels to Blockchain summits and conferences
to meet new investors and to enlarge his fundraising network.

Simon has been based in Ireland for over 25 years and has
cofounded or founded seven successful companies.
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ADVISORS
Ian Staley
ADVISOR

Ian is the CEO and Founder of Socratic Consultancy and a Principal Engineer at Wells Fargo.

Ian is a current and past member of many blockchain trade associations that promote public-private partnership and guide
the adoption of blockchain technology. He is currently pursuing his Doctorate in Business Administration and is a partner
to a vast web3 investor network.

Priti Upadhyay
BLOCKCHAIN TECHNOLOGY ADVISOR

Priti is solution oriented technical officer highly regarded for her progressive experience in solution development and implementation
of many leaders in BFSI sector. With over 24 years of experience in IT industry, Priti has spearheaded the design, development
of many mission-critical applications. For last 7 years she is serving as a blockchain consultant in various capacities such as CTO,
Technical Architect and Solution Manager. She is an out-of-the-thinker who thrives in collaborative environment with a track record of
surpassing goals and expectations for quality, schedule and cost while implementing leading-edge blockchain solutions.
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He leverages nearly a decade of leadership experience in SaaS transaction management in the US Real Estate Closing
Industry by working with Fortune 500 firms like First American Title Insurance and Fidelity National Title Insurance. Ian
secured the first major blockchain deal in the US Title and Escrow Industry. He brings 5+ years of experience directing,
advising, consulting, and partnering with innovative blockchain and crypto projects.

Anurag Yadav
STRATEGY AND ECOSYSTEM ADVISOR

Anurag is an Entrepreneur, sits on the Advisory Boards of Blockchain companies, Consults companies in implementing emerging technologies
such as AI, Blockchain, IoT, and is a regular Keynote speaker at Global Technology Conferences. He has over 19 years of experience, has led
Global Organizations, and has lived and worked in several countries. Anurag is also the Co- Founder & CEO of PrimaFelicitas, a Bleedingedge end-to-end Blockchain Technology Solutions Development Company, based in San Francisco, London, and New Delhi. Anurag is an
Engineering Graduate from the Indian Institute of Technology (IIT) and holds a Master’s in Business from the Stanford University.
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TEAM
Alexandru Galusca

Catalin Dumitrescu

CHIEF STRATEGY OFFICER

CHIEF TECHNOLOGY OFFICER

Alexandru Galusca is a retired brigadier general (Romanian Air Force),
a squadron leader in Air Force Staff operational units, chief of military
intelligence and deputy military representative to NATO and EU. Fondly
known as ‘Ducu’, his mission is to ensure technology transfer and share
his knowledge of artificial intelligence from the defence field. Alexandru
will also promote the HPC capabilities within NATO, the EU and the
Romanian MoD. He is responsible for implementing NATO-standard
cyber-security policies within the company.

Catalin is an experienced and goal-oriented IT specialist with
extensive knowledge in software development, product design/
architecture, scrum and agile framework, and blockchain and artificial
intelligence. Catalin leverages his considerable skills to improve the
organisation’s technological and system development. Catalin is also
an AI professor at the Polytechnic University of Bucharest.

Marius Opran
TECHNICAL ADVISOR
Marius is a member of the board of directors, chief scientist (defence,
security, and SSA of the Romanian Space Agency), member of the EU
Economic and Social Committee, and an expert NATO-SPS and EDAEOST. His mission is to promote worldwide state-of-the-art projects and
new frontier technologies developed by Romanian scientists using his
substantial experience and knowledge.

Dr. Ing. Alexandra Enuica
RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT DIRECTOR

Alexandra is an expert in remote sensing, X-ray and laser technologies.
She is the director of the R&D team whose mission is to deliver laserbased communications for the Solidus HPC infrastructure. Alexandra
brings immense value to the team by sharing her vast experience in the
computer vision domain. Alexandra also develops artificial intelligence
applications for the medical industry.

Cristian Dobrota
BLOCKCHAIN TEAM LEADER

Cristian is a blockchain mining specialist and hardware specialist.
He is experienced in hardware and software optimisation, cloud/
virtualisation, cybersecurity and firewall protection.

Will Dyer
HEAD OF BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT

A revenue-driven individual with a strong strategic mind and a
consultative approach, Will has a passion for blockchain technology
and artificial intelligence. As a result, Will gets involved in most sides
of the business. He has over 15 years of experience in the B2B/B2C
sectors and has a track record of success delivering added value to
clients. Will enjoys meeting clients face to face and keeping himself
up to date with developments in blockchain technology and artificial
intelligence. He is also an avid digital currency trader.

Jamie Fuentes

Enrique Davila

CLIENT LIAISON MANAGER

SPANISH CLIENT LIAISON MANAGER

Jamie is highly experienced in providing effective liaison and
communication to a wide range of investors. He enjoys the challenge
of getting involved with complex projects and then simplifying them
to help ensure investors grasp a full understanding of the business.

Enrique is a great communicator and enjoys working with
people to effectively help them solve problems and build
long term relationships.

He is focused on developing and maintaining strong working
relationships with investors throughout the project and is well
connected with Venture Capitalists and High Net Worth individuals.
Jamie is excited to be involved in a business that combines Artificial
Intelligence & Cryptocurrency and is keen to hit the ground running.

He has a degree in Economics from the University of
Valencia and likes to keep up with everything he can
in the Cryptocurrency and Artificial Intelligence sector.
As our Spanish community rapidly expands, he has established
himself as our number one choice to assist with the increasing
demand. He connects with our long term vision and clearly
sees the bright future ahead.

Tom Buswell

Umar Khokhar

HEAD OF DESIGN

CLIENT SUPPORT MANAGER

Tom is an experienced designer with an eclectic background spanning
web design, marketing, animation and art direction. He has led
numerous campaigns with BMW, MINI, Rolls-Royce and News UK
(The Times and The Sun) and is now a valuable member of our team.

Umar is a proactive and competent individual who has a keen
eye for customer service. Umar strives to provide clients with
a 5 star experience that aligns with the organisations values.

In this role, Tom is responsible for the creative output across all
channels. Working closely with the marketing team, he creates a wealth
of media to engage and inform Solidus’ rapidly growing client base.
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TEAM

Having successfully offered client support in other roles,
Umar prides himself on providing the ultimate bespoke
customer service for clients & prospects ensuring everyone
experiences a smooth service.
He is pivotal for Solidus Ai Tech in regularly speaking
and updating our community and keeping our clients
and prospects satisfied.
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Anamaria Popa

Cristian Vasilachi

MARKETING MANAGER

BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT MANAGER

Anamaria is an independent business woman with a solid reputation as
a visionary and global problem-solver in the High Tech, Blockchain and
Artificial Intelligence sectors with over 15 years of experience in direct
sales, direct marketing and market penetration.

Cristian helps businesses to grow by adopting digital
transformation. He is an experienced solutions sales
professional with a strong track record in the computer
software industry. Cristian’s skills include negotiation,
sales, enterprise software, partner management and
customer relationship management (CRM).

Rares Lucaci
COMMUNITY MANAGER

Rares manages the company’s brand voice and image. His duties include
creating and publishing content on all media platforms, reviewing social
media and other marketing metrics to build and improve campaign
strategies, and crafting responses to customers’ feedback and
messages on various social media platforms, including Telegram.

Cosmin Sclipcea
BLOCKCHAIN SPECIALIST

Adrian Stan
HUMAN RESOURCES MANAGER

Adrian has over 10 years of diverse human resources and
payroll experience. His areas of expertise include employee
relations, HR compliance, performance management,
policy and handbook development, compensation planning
and benefits administration. Adrian is responsible for the
company’s overall well-being.
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Cosmin can solve every problem with blockchain. His unique
experience across several different industries has given him a
broad skill set. He has a strong desire to succeed in a results-driven
environment, and this has allowed him to showcase his talent
through team building and creative problem solving, leading to
the development of several use-case implementations on
blockchain platforms.
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COMPANY STRUCTURE
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PARENT COMPANY

PARTNERS

Disclaimer: Please note that the Microsoft partnership is between Solidus Technologies Limited and Soft Galaxy International
via their joint venture partnership. Microsoft have no affiliation with Solidus Ai Tech or the Solidus Ai Tech ICO raise.
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PARTNERS
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SUBSIDIARY COMPANY
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PRESS
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EXCHANGE LISTINGS AGREED
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admin@ai-tech.io

www.ai-tech.io

DSO-IFZA, Dubai Digital Park, Dubai Silicon Oasis
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